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Abstract
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Textual analysis of microbial genomes reveals footprints of their early evolution of the genomes. It is shown
that distributions frequency occurrence of words less than
nine letters in genomes have widths that are many times
those of Poisson distributions. This phenomenon suggests a simple biologically plausible model for the growth
of genomes: the genome ﬁrst grows randomly to an initial length of approximately one thousand nucleotides (1
kb), or about one thousandth of its ﬁnal length, thereafter mainly grows by random short segmental duplication. We show that using duplicated segments averaging
around 25 b, model sequences generated in this model
possess statistical properties characteristic of present day
genomes. Both the initial length and the duplicated segment length support an RNA world at the time duplication began.

Standard deviation of k-mer distributions.

Genomes
10580±2040
4080±630
1490±210
469±66
141±21
41.9±6.7
12.4±2.3
3.84±0.84
1.33±0.34

Random
250
125
62.5
31.2
15.6
7.8
3.9
1.9
1.0

Model
8207
3415
1202
402
134
45.3
15.9
5.9
2.3

Lr (kb)
.65±.35
1.0±0.3
1.9±0.5
4.7±1.3
13±4
37±12
110±40
300±130
640±300

have about the same magnitude when k is equal to or
greater than 10 (not shown in the Table). But with
decreasing values of k the Poisson std increases as 2−k
whereas the genomic std increases at a much higher rate,
such that for k ≤ 8 the Poisson std is many times less
than the genomic std Moreover, the uncertainty in the
genomic std is typically much smaller than mean std and
the diﬀerence between the genomic and Poisson std’s, we
shall speak of a universal genome as one having the mean
spectral widths of the genomes.

1. Introduction
Microbial genomes are seemingly random and very
large systems when viewed as texts of the four nucleotides
represented by A, C, G and T [1]. It is a general rule
of statistics that very large nearly random systems have
sharply deﬁned average properties. Yet when we examine word frequencies (k-distributions) of short words 2 to
10 letters long (k-mers), we ﬁnd they are very uncharacteristic of large systems, their frequency distributions
(k-distributions) are much wider than those expected of
random sequences. We analyze this phenomenon in detail and arrive at a model for early genome growth: maximally stochastic short segmental duplication from a very
short initial random sequence.

3. Eﬀective random-sequence length
We deﬁne the eﬀective random-sequence length Lr of
the universal genome as the length of a random sequence
that has a k-mer distribution with a mean to std ratio
equal to that of the corresponding genomic ratio r. Then
Lr =4k r2 , and its values for the various k’s are given in
the last column of Table 1. One notices that the Lr of the
universal genome is very short for the smaller k’s - of the
order of 1 kb for k≤3 - and grows with k. When k=10,
it is essentially the same length as the real genome.

4. Model for early genome growth

2. Spectral widths of k-distributions

We propose a biologically plausible model for the
growth and evolution of a universal genome that can generate the observed statistical characteristics of genomic
sequences [4]. The model consists of two phases. In the
ﬁrst phase the genome initially grows to a random sequence whose size is much smaller than the ﬁnal size of
the genome. In the second phase the genome grows by
random duplications modulated by random single mutations. In this work a snapshot is taken of the model
genome shortly after it reaches a length of 1 Mb.

In Table 1 gives the standard deviations (stds) of the
distribution of k-mers per 1 Mb, k = 2 to 10, for the some
sequences that has approximate even base composition:
column 2, of Treponema pallidum [2], the causative agent
of syphilis; column 3, the average of fourteen complete
genomic sequences with approximate even base composition [3]; column 4, of a random sequence with even
base composition whose whose distributions are Poissonian. The std’s of the genomic and random sequence
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about 1 kb but not much longer (as required by observed
data) necessarily implies that the universal genome began its life in an RNA world [5, 6] in which there were no
proteins and RNAs had the dual roles of genotype and
phenotype. This implies the duplication most likely were
carried out by ribzymes or their precursors, a likelihood
consistent with the smallness of some of the ribozymes
now extant; the hammerhead ribozyme is as small as 31
nt long [7]. Ribozymes this small enhances the codecopying eﬃciency of segments that are one average 25 b
long. Our model does not address the origin of this initial
genome but it could have arose spontaneously from pools
of random RNA sequences, some of which happened to
have encoded ribozyme [8]. In any case, being a natural
way to repeatedly utilize hard-to-come-by codes, growth
by duplication is in itself a brilliant strategy and must
have increased the rates of evolution and species diversion enormously.

Figure 1:

Histograms of k-distributions of genome of T. pal.
(black) and model sequence (gray/green), k=2 to 4.
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5. Discussion
Setting the initial length of our model universal genome
before it began the growth by duplication process to
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